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Introduction

Keeping loyal customers and ensuring repeat visits has become a major issue in
the travel industry over the last three decades. As the tourism market today presents
a dynamic and extremely competitive environment, policies to lure in new visitors are
barely efficient in supporting the development of tourism activities. In today’s largely
digitalized economy, travel agencies are expected to keep their strategic market share
in the global tourism distribution system by establishing loyal, long-term relationships
with their clients in order to increase their revenue and stay in business.

The need to enter into and establish loyal relationships with existing and potential
customers has become pivotal in tourism operations as it addresses tourists demand
for a better quality service and higher awareness on the part of tourism principals.
This calls for more incentives and improvement of customer relationships through
integration of modern IT technologies and use of Internet.

Among other factors, changes observed in tourist behavior have largely influenced
my decision in choosing the subject of the present paper, which focuses on
opportunities to drive customer loyalty to specific tourist services offered by travel
intermediaries (including tour operators and travel agents). In the focus of study is
the behavior of Bulgarians as customers in the service industry and their proclivity to
remain loyal clients and maintain long-term relationships with tourism operators. The
main purpose of the present study is to analyze and evaluate customers’ attitudes
and degree of commitment to travel agencies and their services in Bulgaria,
providing the theoretical grounds necessary to elicit the specific nature and
characteristics of customer loyalty. To this aim, hereinafter we shall examine some
important aspects of the problem which involve the following tasks:

- examine the basic characteristics pertaining to customers’ loyalty and define
‘loyalty’ in terms of travel agency (TA) operations (activities);

- identify specific aspects of customer loyalty towards TOs;
- assess the loyalty of Bulgarians as consumers of tourist services, namely

services provided by intermediaries;
- discuss opportunities to maintain strategic customer relationships which will

foster customer loyalty to TAs.

1. Defining customer loyalty to TA services

Customer loyalty is a complex notion which is studied from the marketing theory
point of view. It is defined as behavior where “the customer purchases multiple
products or services and recommends their manufacturer and distributor to other
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consumers with the latter being gradually involved in subsequent purchase and sale of
various products of the recommended company or producer.”1 Customer loyalty is “a
complex combination of product value and awareness of its specific characteristics
and competitive advantages as compared to other similar products on the market,
existing social relationships and resultant synergy effect”.2

In terms of relationship marketing (RM), customer loyalty is defined as a
relationship where the customer persistently buys certain products or brands over
other available products thus demonstrating his or her loyalty to a company or
organization. In studying the origin of relationships, it is important to pay attention to
the degree of commitment, engagement and trust on the part of consumers.3 These
can be grouped together from an emotional and rational point of view and serve as a
necessary basis for effective cooperation and establishing loyal customer – producer
(provider of services) relationship. Loyalty is perceived as customer qualitative
characteristics reflecting his or her commitment to or emotional attachment towards
specific tourism products or services and to travel agencies in particular, offering said
products or services. Commitment can be manifested at all stages of the customer life
cycle: i.e. attraction, retention, return of a lost customer.4 Evaluation of loyalty during
said life cycle involves study of market segments and consumer groups defined as
target groups by the agency.

Customer behaviour is shaped by the dynamic interaction between individual
preferences and knowledge and factors of the environment as a result of which
customers manage sales and purchases processes. The decision made on the type,
manner, period, frequency and manufacturer of the tourism product or service
determines the style of consumer behavior. Consumer behavior is a sum total of
information processing and making a decision to buy a trip alongside other factors
influencing consumer decisions (see fig. 1). Tourist needs and wants are voiced in
relation to a specific tourism product. The purchase decision is influenced by four
main group factors:

- marketing incentives;
- environmental impacts;
- customers identity and
- situational variables.5

The combination of these impacts shapes the customer attitude to the product
which can be further broken down into the following aspects:6

1 Richard, О. Satisfaction: A Behavioural Perspective on the Consumer, New York: McGraw Hill, 1997,
р. 189.

2 Also there, see p. 302.
3 Morgan, R., S.Hunt. The Commitment-Trust Theory of Relationship Marketing. Journal of Marketing,

Vol. 58, July 1994, p. 32.
4 Мelnik, M., S. Egorova. Marketingovyy analiz. Rid Grupp, М., 2011, с. 144-145.
5 Durankev, B., et al. Key to Marketing. University Publishing House „Stopanstvo”, С., 2011, p. 101-

111. Belk, R.W. SituationalVariablesandConsumerBehavior. Journal of ConsumerResearch, Vol. 2, №3,
1975, р. 157-164. http://www.jstor.org/ …. (10.02.2013).

6 Adapted: Durankev, B. Citation: source, p. 112-114.
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 perception of the tourist product as a compendium of cognitive, emotional
and behavioural elements – customer knowledge and attitudes to the product,
emotions and feelings towards tourist services in terms of their specific nature
and characteristics, and customer intentions to buy a product;

Source: Adapted: Durankev, B. Citation. source, p. 100.

Fig.1. Factors influencing purchase decisions

 building brand loyalty – client’s preference for a given brand in the product
range which manifests the belief and conviction that the customer has chosen
the right type of quality tourist service and better value for money. Customers
become less price sensitive towards other competitive products and more
secure buyer-producer (vendor) relationships in the travel retailing sector are
established;

 building trust in TA – overall, consumers maintain a more long-term and
positive attitude when they are convinced in the qualitative characteristics of
tourist services provided. Customer orientated policy of modern travel agencies
is based on bringing higher value and building trust. Factors that largely influence
the purchase decision are the degree of trust in the use of tourist services and
higher customer satisfaction.

In specialized literature, customer loyalty is discussed in terms of the theory of
Dick and K.Basu and their conceptual framework7, which explicates some
behavioural characteristics and specific relationships involved in the buy-sell process.
The authors define customer ‘commitment’ as the bonding component which reflects:

• degree of preference and customer trust in the qualities and usefulness of a
given product or service;

• degree of product recognition as being distinctive from other available products
on the market.
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7 East, Р., P. Gendall, K, Hammond. ConsumerLoyalty: Singular, AdditiveorInteractive?
AustralasianMarketingJournal 13 (2), 2005, р. 12. http://wwwdocs.fce.unsw.edu.au/marketing/
amj_13_2_east.pdf. (9.02.2013).
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When the customer shows a very strong preference in his perception of product
quality we can say that the level of commitment is the highest. In the integrated
conceptual model presented in fig. 2, there are four types of customer loyalty8:

 no loylty (low loyalty) – for certain reasons the customer has not developed
loyalty to a product and will take no purposeful action to repeat purchases, i.e.
there is low repeat purchase behavior. For example, when a client visits different
high street travel agencies for their convenient location and purchases independent
tourist services such as transport tickets, hotel bookings, insurance, etc.;

 inertia loyalty – occurs when customers have high repeat purchase but
demonstrate low or no emotional attachment to the service provider. Purchase
is done for convenience reasons. The customer is buying out of habit and not
because he/she appreciates the product or service in particular. In other words,
no attitudinal, situational factors are the primary reason for buying.9 Customers
are dissatisfied. Inertia loyalty is most typical for frequently bought tourism
products and services such as sea and leisure holidays and ski vacations.
However, it is possible to turn this kind of loyalty into a higher loyalty by
actively courting the customer and increasing the positive differentiation he or
she perceives about a certain specialized or alternative tourism product;

Source: PeiSh., Cit.source., p. 347.

Fig. 2.Integrated conceptual model of customer loyalty

 latent loyalty – A high relative attitude combined with low repeat purchase
signifies latent loyalty on the part of the consumer. Situational effects rather
than attitudinal influences determine repeat purchase. For example, repeat
purchases for family vacations at a travel agency meet the specific needs of
different age groups;
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8 PeiSh. Study of Service InnovationStrategyBasedonCustomerLoyalty. BusinessSchool,
TianjinUniversity of Commerce,China,р. 347-348. http://www.seiofbluemountain.com/... (9.02.2013).

9 Zheleva, R. There is loyalty and loyalty. Economic alternatives, issue 2, 2009, p. 109-110.
http://alternativi.unwe.bg/alternativi/br32/11.pdf. (8.02.2013).
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 premium loyalty – the most leverageable of the four types prevails when a
high level of attachment and repeat patronage coexist together with high degree
of preference and trust. The customers become vocal advocates for the product
or service and constantly refer others to it. They are proud of discovering and
using a tourist product of unique characteristics. They take pleasure in sharing
their experience, positive emotions and knowledge with peers and family.

Customer loyalty to a tour operator or intermediary is a manifestation of positive
attitude and commitment to the services they provide. The herein discussed
characteristics of loyalty types indicate that loyalty is a function of consumer behaviour
as a set of actions aimed at generating purchases. However it is also evident in the
attitudes and preferences of customers for specific tourist products. Attitudes are
mainly influenced by factors that help build certain emotional and rational perceptions
about the benefits and effects of tourist services.

For the purpose of the present study we propose to define customer loyalty to
TA as: manifestation of customer inclination to establish and maintain valuable
and long-term relations of commitment and trust in the TA tourist services, as
these fully satisfy customer needs and may even exceed customer expectations
when they generate higher degree of recognition of certain products over other
competitive products on the market.

2. Some aspects of tourist loyalty to the travel agency

The consumer is faithful and loyal to the services of the travel retailer when he/
she demonstrates loyalty to the tourist brand by repeat purchases, thus showing a
consistently positive attitude to the intermediary/vendor: Tourist behavior is a result of
the client’s satisfaction with TA services and their emotional bond with said agency.
Tourist loyalty is also influenced by the perceived quality of the product and its
competitive advantage. Arguably, positive customer evaluation of product quality will
pump up levels of satisfaction with the purchase and better chances for repeat custom.

The price of tourism services is perceived by the tourist as a sufficient drive to
sacrifice money in order to get good quality service.10 With high value product ranges,
increased purchase risk and low intensity of consumption typical of package holidays,
the price stands out as a variable factor which has a direct impact on tourist/visitor
satisfaction.11 In the consumer’s mind, the higher price is symbolic of higher quality
thus reflecting the positive relation between these two variables.

The influence of travel packages price promotions and the perceived relationship
i.e. price →perceived quality → satisfaction →  customer loyalty is not a simple one.
Some authors argue that in a long-term perspective, price promotions may have a
negative effect.12 If the tourist purchases repeatedly, lured only by the attractive prices
1 0 Oh, H. TheEffect of BrandClass, BrandAwareness, andPriceonCustomerValueandBehavioralIntentions.

Journal of Hospitality&TourismResearch, 24 (2), 2000, р. 136-162.
1 1 Petrick, J. F. FirstTimersandRepeatersPerceivedValue. Journal of Travel Research, 43, August, 2004,

р. 29-38.
1 2 Dodson, J., A. Tybout, B. Sternthal.TheEffect of DealsandDealRetractiononBrandSwitching.

http://www.acrwebsite.org/search/view-conference-proceedings.aspx?Id=9333. (25.03.2013).
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of tourist products and not by brand loyalty and trust in the travel agency (TA),
promotional offers may have a negative effect on his loyalty, i.e. tourist loyalty cannot
be secured solely through priced reductions and discounts. On a long-term basis, the
travel agency can build loyalty by offering incentive schemes to its loyal clients in the
form of promotions, discounts on its travel packages, free vouchers, etc.

Other authors side with the opposing view namely that promotions help improve
brand loyalty.13 When the customer shows a preference for a tourist brand and sees
the promotion not as price reduction but as a reward for his loyalty, this is to show that
his positive attitude and satisfaction with product quality has increased. Moreover,
chances for repeat purchase with the travel intermediary may run high, too.

Measuring tourist loyalty is a complex process as the tourist product tends to
satisfy secondary needs whereas its purchase can be delayed in time. Indicators to
define and measure customer loyalty to a given TA services can be grouped as follows:
those that measure actual buyer’s behavior as a consumer of tourist services offered
by a particular intermediary; and those that evaluate customer desires and intentions
to purchase tourist services of other TAs.

Survey-based results of tourist loyalty to travel intermediaries organizing package
tours show that:14

 product quality as perceived by the tourist is a variable that affects his loyalty
most strongly. We can say that product quality has a direct and positive effect
on tourist loyalty to the tour operator;

 customer satisfaction with a product and its effect on tourist loyalty is manifested
indirectly;

 the effect of the price of tourist services is indirect being manifested by: positive
effects on tourist loyalty, when it offers good value for money and indirect negative
effects from the relation price – satisfaction where loyalty is insignificant;

 the negative effects of price promotions upon tourist loyalty are seen as indirect
and insignificant.

The impact of IT technologies and Internet on TAs and their operations is
significant. In order to survive and stay in business, travel retailers as intermediaries in
the tourism industry need to be more flexible and adapt to change. Setting up mixed or
hybrid TAs which create their own on-line (virtual) and off-line (physical) facilities
will enhance operations and build loyalty through:

- sending personalized messages;
- upgrading TA services, especially in terms of on-line research – planning –

booking tools ;
- assisting customers in every step in arranging their trip (organizing the trip, planning

the itinerary, follow on activities, getting feedback from customers, etc.);
- designing holiday packages that offer unique value.

1 3 Lattin, J., R. Bucklin. ReferenceEffects ofPriceandPromotiononBrandChoiceBehavior. Journal of
MarketingResearch,Vol. 26, August, 1989, р. 299-310. http://www.jstor.org. (25.03.2013).

1 4 Campo, S., M. Yagьe.TouristLoyalty to TourOperator: Effectsof PricePromotionsandTouristEffort.
Journal of Travel Research, Vol. 46, February, 2008, p. 324.
http://www.sagepub.com/clow/study/articles/PDFs/08_Campo.pdf. (28.03.2013).
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3. Evaluation of customer loyalty to travel agencies in Bulgaria

The number of travel agencies registered in Bulgaria amounts to 2582,15 among
which tour operators, travel agents and mixed tourist businesses. In terms of staff
number and annual turnover, TAs fall within the category of small and medium size
enterprises. Their number is significant in view of the domestic tourism market, increased
competition from on-line travel intermediaries and increased sales of tourist services
by Internet based suppliers.

Based on tourism satellite accounts, tourist expenditure on products and services
in Bulgaria almost doubled for the period 2008-2010 (from BGN 5,19 million to 10,34
million BGN).16 But despite this positive trend, last year witnessed only 13% growth
rate on 2009 as compared to 76% growth rate on 2008. The market has exhibited a
downturn in both outbound and inbound travel which can be attributed to the economic
recession and low disposable income. As a result, Bulgarians cut on their travel
expenditure, spending money on basic components such as transport, accommodation
and meals. Bulgarian tourists tend to buy cheap vacations to short-haul or near
destinations (mostly to neighbouring countries) where they can travel by car. Upmarket
demand for luxury holidays, and cruise trips to exotic destinations have also declined.
The number of tourist visits to Turkey and Greece in 2012 decreased by 11% and 21%
respectively.

Nearly 3% of domestic travel including domestic holidays and visits have been
organized via travel agencies services as compared to 34%17 of Bulgarians taking
holidays abroad. Decisions to travel are being based primarily on tourists previous
travel experience (55%), word of mouth recommendation (42%) and Internet-based
sites (9%). As a whole, there is not a distinctive pattern of holiday purchases by
Bulgarians and they are unlikely to approach tour operators and travel agents and use
their services to organize holidays or trips on their behalf.

In a survey conducted by ISC18, applying the ‘mystery shopper’ approach, travel
agency operations in Bulgaria have been evaluated against the following three criteria:

- TA practices in selling tourism-related services;
- TA staff competences and expertise;
- TA policies to establish and maintain long-term relations with customers.

1 5 http://www.mi.government.bg. (към 28.03.2013 г.)
1 6 http://www.nsi.bg/otrasal.php?otr=8. (30.03.2013)
1 7 Publication in “Tourism 2009” – a representative study on travel and expenditure involved on the part

of Bulgarians in tourism http://site.nsi.bg/publications/Tourism2009. (20.01.2013).
1 8 ISC - InternationalServiceCheck is a company having more than 10 years of experience in the area of

quality assurance in the service industry. It carries out its regular inspections using “The Mystery
Shopper” approach. http://www.internationalservicecheck.com/bg. For the purposes of the present
study, offices of sample travel agencies around Poland, Romania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and
Bulgaria have been inspected. 26 inspections of 7 travel agencies in Bulgaria have been conducted:
AstralHolidays, Bohemia, Compass, Olymptour, ON Travel, Posoka.com, UsitColours.
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Herein below we shall focus on the more important findings and conclusions
of the above survey19, which reflect the attitudes of Bulgarian tourists and degree of
loyalty to travel agencies:

 lack of sufficient promotional materials on TA’s products and services;
 insufficient information on tourist services and holiday packages including last

minute deals/offers;
 poor customer support services ;
 TA staff have insufficient product knowledge and use inadequate sales

techniques to promote tourism products and services;
 insufficient knowledge of clients’ needs and market demand to provide expert

advice on products on offer;
 poor communication with potential customers referencing them to a web site

or other information facility;
 provision of limited or no advice on ancillary services such as travel insurance,

car hire, terms of payment, etc.;
 poor knowledge of availability/available offers (about 45% of Bulgarian travel

agents would ask the customer to call back for more details;
 influencing clients’ decisions through personal preferences for TO holiday

packages and choice of destinations.
The above conclusions reflect the complex customer attitudes to travel

agencies which prove to be rather negative with consumers showing little commitment
to standardized tourism packages on offer. Low customer perception which can be
attributed to: lack of clear perspective and knowledge of customer needs, preferences
and expectations; unawareness of consumer benefits from tourism products and
services; ignorance of consumer intentions that can translate into purchase decisions;
poor presentation of products specific features.

Brand loyalty to tourism products appears to be dependent on the fact that
tourists are extremely price sensitive and they would switch to another TA providing
the price is lower, contrary to TA policies to make use of specific competitive advantages.
Perceived differentiation of tourism products and services is rather limited. Manifested
trust in TAs is low due to limited or no experience with a given product brand resulting
in unstable (disloyal) relationships with travel retailers and tour operators. Efforts to
build customer loyalty fail to produce desired results.

The diminishing number of travel agencies and the failure (announced insolvency)
of Alma tour and Ontravel, two of the largest tour operators in Bulgaria is a clear sign
of the pressure exerted from the macro environment and the negative impact of changes
in consumer behavior which can be attributed to the following factors: ebb in the
demand of travel retailer services; uncertainty about the future of travel agencies and
their viability; breeching relationships and switching loyalties; growing popularity of
on-line travel agents and their services; direct on-line bookings and purchases from
the Internet, etc.

1 9 Andreeva, E. Mystery clients ranked Bulgaria last but one.
http://www.horemag.bg/show.php?storyid=98399. (28.11.2010).
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A survey of attitudes and perceptions of Bulgarians towards purchasing TA20 services
on-line shows that nearly 42% of respondents have not visited the TO’s website for
information but would prefer and trust the virtual sites of on-line travel intermediaries,
suppliers of basic tourist services and on-line booking facilities. The results of the survey
indicate that the majority of TAs look on their business as insecure, they lack confidence
and tend to underestimate the potential of the present day distribution system. Over half of
the respondents (52%) are reluctant to book tourist services on-line visiting the TA sites.
The above percentage can be explained with TA limited booking facilities and payment
options on the one hand, and the need for expert advice and professional assistance
(knowledge of products, destinations, etc.) offered by TA on the other. Addressing this
need will help build desired trust in TA services and inspire customer loyalty.

In addition, TAs websites in Bulgaria seem to lack functionality as they failed to
meet respondents expectations in the provision of detailed and up-to-date information
and reliability of on-line bookings and payments. The high percentage of respondents’
opinions in this category points to low perception of the attractiveness of TA on-line
services. TA communication messages to their potential audiences also seem to be
ineffective since they fail to make their offers interesting and appealing to clients. In
addition, TAs show limited use of innovations which could otherwise enhance efficiency
of operations and encourage better customer relationships.

4. Perspectives in gaining customer loyalty to TAs
Main priorities in building and retaining customer loyalty to travel agencies

in Bulgaria have been identified and are presented below:
 Better quality service and higher degree of customer satisfaction with tourism

products and services – engagement with clients and holding their interest by
addressing their specific needs for tourist services and meeting customers
expectations for better quality products. In dealing with travel agency staff, the
customer expects high levels of professionalism and various degrees of assistance
in choosing a product or service. A personalized approach is highly valued;

 Product – price differentiation, specialization in niche market segments
and maintaining competitive advantage in the long term by developing quality
tourist services;

 Developing customer loyalty schemes in view of three main components:
personalized approach and quality service offered to customers; special tools
and policies which aim to retain customers and encourage repeat visits or
purchases; cooperation in building the so-called consumer “community”.21

2 0 Dissertation thesis, Kazandzhieva, V., E-commerce and its influence on travel intermediaries and their
operations in the Republic of Bulgaria. Department ‘TM’ at Varna University of Economics, October,
2011, unpublished. Over the period 15.07.2010-20.02.2011 2 target sample groups have been examined:
a sample survey of e-trade and its influence upon the activities of 178 travel agencies was carried out;
a survey on the perceptions of 257 respondents to use Internet in preparation of their trip was done.
Eight (8) in-depth interviews with travel agency managers have been conducted.

2 1 Morais, D., D. Kerstetter, C. Yarnal. TheLoveTriangle: LoyalRelationshipAmongProviders,
CustomersandTheirFriends. Journal of Travel Research, 44, May, 2006, р. 379-86.
http://wenku.baidu.com/view/eb5cafd9a58da0116c174973.html. (25.03.2013).
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Тhe implementation of customer relations management systems (CRM),22 is
crucial for the success of travel agency daily operations as they facilitate the
process from simply responding to a customer enquiry, taking orders and
booking tourist services to being proactive and employing direct marketing
techniques;

 Implementing on-line business strategy and maintaining long-term customer
relationships – this involves accumulation, gathering and dissemination of
marketing information; own websites and booking facilities which will help
individual tourists to design a trip of their own, choosing from a menu of travel
products and services; use of integrated technology for personalized services;

 Sending advertising messages through mobile devices – mobile trading
(mCommerce)23 offers good opportunities to capitalize on “last minute” deals,
special offers and other ancillary services;

Use of modern technology to achieve high efficiency and profitability – suffice
to say that even the smallest travel agencies today can benefit from CRS and
the Internet to handle clients history files, make immediate reservations,
amendments or cancelations, send information on new promotional offers,
quote vacation prices and dates of availability;

 Handling complaints effectively24 – this is may be one of the critical aspects
of TA activities as it aims at gaining customer loyalty, reestablishing confidence,
redressing negative attitudes towards specific products and winning back
clients trust;

Giving the travel agency a competitive edge through adequate staff training
and improving staff skills and competences – effective selling is the outcome
of successful presentation of product qualities, better value for money of travel
offers, better understanding of customers needs and abilities to operate
computers and modern CRS.

Conclusion

Indeed, attitudes to customer service of traditional “brick-and-mortar” travel
agencies remain unparalleled by the virtual shop. Good quality service and personalized
approach in the buy-sell relationships coupled with the technological advances of e-
business, account for a higher degree of customer satisfaction and higher engagement
with services provided by travel agents. The high level of product diversification in
tourism offers opportunities to meet specific clients needs and secure loyal customers
willing to share their positive impressions and satisfaction with TA services, hence
increase their profitability on a long term basis.

2 2 Alford, Ph. eCRMinthetravelindustry.Travel&TourismAnalyst, №1, 2001, p. 57-76.
2 3 Buhalis, D., Licata, M. The future of eTourism intermediaries. Tourism Management, Vol. 23, № 3,

2008, p. 214.
2 4 Marinov, S. Handling complaints in tourism. Hotels&RestaurantsMagazine, issue 3, March, 2004, p.

22 - 23.
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In a customer orientated service practice, the interaction between client and
intermediary is continual, based on mutual benefit and reciprocal relationships. High
loyalty and confidence in travel intermediaries (both tour operators and travel agents)
can be driven by offering quality tourism services, flexibility, effective marketing moves
and in-house policy towards creating good customer relationships. Last but not least,
the synergy in using these tools will not only increase brand loyalty to the tourism
product but also generate more positive reviews and commitment on the part of the
consumer.
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Abstracts

The subject of study in the article are the possibilities for raising the loyalty of customers
to the tourist services offered by travel agencies (TA). The object of study is the behaviour of
Bulgarians as customers of these enterprises and their propensity to maintain long-lasting
relations with them. The main objective of the article is to analyze and assess the attitude and
commitment of customers to the services of travel agencies in Bulgaria. There is defined the
loyalty of the customer to the activity of the agent. There are identified the special features of
tourist loyalty to tour operators. There is assessed the loyalty of Bulgarians as consumers of
agency services. There are identified the possibilities for maintaining strategic interrelations
with customers, increasing their loyalty towards agencies.
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